
DESIRED
RESULTS

W h e n  B a c k w a r d  P l a n n i n g  i n  a
M u l t i - T i e r e d  S y s t e m  o f  S u p p o r t s

ELEMENTS OF BACKWARD DESIGN

Intentionally begin
planning with desired

results. 

Determine acceptable
evidence.

Plan learning
experiences and

instruction.

W H Y   S TA N D A R D  P L A N N I N G  D O E S N ' T  W O R K

Our task is

#1

#2

How can we
help learners

see the
purpose of

these
activities?

What methods will best
help our students
meet achievement

outcomes?

to shift the planning focus

to desired results.

Planning for the fictional"average" student
1. Neglects the needs of students onthe margins (ELL's, gifted, specialneeds, etc.)
2. Does not account for learnervariability. Is not effective fordiverse classroom compositions.

#3

What
book

will we
read?

That lesson
will be fun!

Collaborative
planning for

standards-aligned
instruction across the
tiers answers WHAT
we are doing to be

intentional in
reaching all learners

from classroom content

WHAT ARE HIGH-INTENSITY AND HIGH-
PROBABILITY  BARRIERS?

When addressing high intensity 
barriers at the onset of Tier 1 
instruction, opportunity for 

significant impact on individual 
student engagement and 

learning occurs.

Academic barriers or obstacles exist in
every classroom across the country

because learner variability is the rule and
not the exception.

Even though every learner is different, we
can predict and plan for common or high

probability barriers that may prevent
students from learning and enable the

curriculum to meet the majority of
learner needs in our classrooms.

For example, in the
past, most academic

materials have created
unintentional barriers

because they have
been primarily

centered on printed
text.

Emerging technologies like
audiobooks and electronic
copies of text have made it

possible to create dynamic and
flexible learning experiences
for ALL students, and allows

them to interact with and
master content despite text-

based challenges.

Think of it as
getting me what I
need when I need
it . . . not waiting

for me to fail first!

PLANNING FOR BARRIERS

For instance, most runners will plan
for high probability barriers such as
physical and medical issues,
availability of safe of running routes,
weather, dates of half marathons, or
motivation.

Once those barriers are considered,
the runner can plan with those
barriers in mind (e.g., talking with a
doctor, determine routes to run,
gathering appropriate clothing,
finding a running partner to increase
accountability) instead of forcing
themselves to fight an uphill battle of
barriers in their strive for their goal.

At times, even the most novice of
runners may have high intensity
barriers such as a pre-existing health
condition that may impact the ways in
which the goal of running a half-
marathon by the end of the year can
be worked towards. These
precautions don’t prohibit the goal
from being accomplished but rather
brings an additional layer to achieving
the goal.

Having these prior considerations
might lead to a more effective and
efficient journey to the end goal.

Real-life Example

You are developing a plan
for running a half marathon

by the end of the year

High intensity barriers are

addressed along the same line

where the question can be

asked, “What unintentional

academic barriers exist for the

diverse needs of this particular

student?” Once you have

identified potential barriers, you

can begin designing lessons to

meet the needs of all students,

rather than forcing students to

meet the needs of the lesson.

By planning for high probabilitybarriers and understandinghow unintentional academicbarriers can impact the successof students, teachers canfront load instruction withscaffolds and supports whilefocusing more on teaching. Itbegins with predicting andidentifying barriers that canoccur in the methods, materials,and assessments you use tomeet the needs of the learninggoal.

Collaboratively planning to
address these barriers will pay off
in . . .

increased success for students,
cross-tier articulation, and 
as a bonus this approach
becomes easier over time.

Collaborative Planning
Desired Results Example
Retell a text in oral or written form
to enhance comprehension; a. Use

main story elements at the
beginning, middle, and end for a

literary text.Some prior considerations of barriers one
might endure . . .

Identifying potential barriers transitions
practices from designing lessons to meet
the needs of the students, rather than
forcing students to meet the needs of the
lesson.

In thinking through each tier of instruction,
you identify the course textbook as one of
the first materials providing several
potential barriers to learning. (e.g.,
recognizing key patterns, obtaining
information, physically navigating the
pages).

Several students
may have
difficulty actually
seeing the
printed text.
A few students
struggle with
deciphering
complex
academic
vocabulary.
Some students
have difficulty
decoding
multisyllabic
words.

One student with
physical
limitations may
have trouble
turning the pages
of the textbook.

High Probability High Intensity

To create universally designed learning for
students, planning for ways to overcome
the barriers printed text poses turns to
UDL principles.

WHAT COULD IT LOOK LIKE ACROSS THE TIERS?

Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

Address high-
probability (common)
and high-intensity
(few students deal
with intensely)
barriers during
planning for
instruction.

During planning for
supplemental
instruction, revisit
high-probability and
high- intensity
barriers for
grouping.

Planning for 
intensive instruction, 
tends to address 
high-intensity 
barriers from the Tier 
1 and supplemental 
instruction.

The mission of our unit is to increase capacity of instructional leaders
through universal education practices grounded in research and evidence
that result in high impact of student learning.
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